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YANGMING
Is the
Best Chinese
Restaurant
in America!

Top 100 Awards
San Francisco
See the video at
yangmingrestaurant.com

two acclaimed chefs
inspired Chinese
and fusion

cuisine

Haverford & Conestoga Rds, Bryn Mawr  610.527.3200

Planning a meeting or party? Delight every guest
with your choice of Chinese, continental or fusion cuisines.

TRY OUR OTHER
AWARD-WINNING
RESTAURANTS:

Nectar  Berwyn  610-725-9000
CinCin  Chestnut Hill  215-242-8800
Mandarin Garden  Willow Grove  215-657-3993

February 28 & March 1-2, 2013

Book, Music, and Lyrics
by
Jim Jacobs & Warren Casey

Grease
Music Training Center is proud to sponsor the RHS production of Grease!

At MTC, we enrich children's lives through the study and performance of musical theater, piano, voice, violin, guitar, drums, choir, rock, and jazz.

Stop by for a tour, visit us online, or call us for a free trial lesson!

Malvern
235 Lancaster Ave.
(610) 647-7600

Conshohocken
200 W. Ridge Pike
(610) 238-0300

Ardmore
145 W. Lancaster Ave.
(610) 645-7750

www.musictrainingcenter.com
facebook.com/MusicTrainingCenter

---

ActOut Summer Camp 2013
A distinctive theatre experience for ages 13-17.

ONE WEEK OPTIONS

Week One: July 15-19 | Week Two: July 22-26

Come for one week, or come for both. Spend each day warming up with theatre games, cycling through classes in acting, directing, playwriting and design, and afternoons working with your ensemble to solve that weeks’ performance challenge. Perform the work you’ve written, staged and designed each week at our Friday Theatre Lab.

One week: $325 | Both weeks: $600

TWO-WEEK INTENSIVE
July 29- August 9

A more focused experience for teens with some theatrical background who are interested in the fun and challenge of creating a full one-act play through an ensemble process. Camp culminates in a ‘world premiere’ of the students’ work on our stage at the Suzanne Roberts Theatre.

Two week intensive: $685

For more information or to register, visit: PhiladelphiaTheatreCompany.org/Camp
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We are grateful for the support of our local businesses; please return the favor!
1959: The American Dream is in overdrive! The possibilities are as boundless as the turnpikes that connect a nation where a gallon of gasoline costs 25 cents, where TV screens beam “Bonanza” and “The Twilight Zone,” and where Paul Anka’s “Lonely Boy,” Bobby Darin’s “Mack the Knife,” and Franky Avalon’s “Venus” top the record charts. This is the year Buddy Holly, Richie Valens, and the Big Bopper die in an airplane crash near Clear Lake, Iowa—and the year Mattel introduces America to Barbie, its newest sweetheart.

In this brief period of peace between the Korean and Vietnam wars, adolescence has been newly defined and packaged, its rites of passage sold as Youth Culture with its own soundtrack. These are “magic changes,” the character named Doody sings, strumming a guitar that is the symbol of emerging teenage freedom and power—even as he pays homage to the 1950s with a distinctive bass and falsetto vocal ornament based on Paul Anka's "Diana."

With music and lyrics by Jim Jacobs and Warren Casey, “Grease” takes its name from the 1950s working-class youth subculture known as the “greasers.” First performed in 1971, in the original Kingston Mines Theatre in Chicago, the musical follows 10 high school students through their senior year, as they sing the changing melodies of friendship, love, sexual exploration, rebellion, and class conflict, united by a common chord. Like adolescence, the songs in “Grease” bridge two worlds: they pose as pop songs but carry a more complicated subtext of social commentary and satire.

One of the longest-running Broadway shows in history (3,388 performances through 1980), “Grease” has been refined over the years by reinterpretation for Broadway and the big screen. The version we present on the Radnor High School stage is similarly shaped by our time and by the particular students who make up our cast. I’ve had a wonderful experience directing these young performers who, as teenagers, are having a blast on the precipice of personal change. I hope you have as much fun watching the show as we’ve had putting it on.

Cal Brackin, Stage Director
Best Wishes to Gregory
and the Cast, Crew, and Orchestra
of Radnor High School’s Grease
-The Momjian Family

Grease
Production Staff

PRODUCER AND MUSICAL DIRECTOR
Bruce W. Glenny

STAGE DIRECTOR
Cal Brackin

CHOREOGRAPHER
Dawn Morningstar

COSTUME DESIGNER
Lynn Marie Kleinfelter

SOUND ENGINEER
Sparky Costello

TECHNICAL DIRECTOR
Jon Johanson

REHEARSAL ACCOMPANIST
Leah Coppage-Gross

ASSISTANT CHOREOGRAPHER
Lauren Cunkelman

SET DESIGN/CONSTRUCTION
Cam Lacy

HOUSE/STAGE MANAGER
Katie Franz

HAIR AND MAKEUP DESIGN
Carla Crosby and Linda Movsowitz

PROPS MANAGER
Missy North

STAGE CREW
Zoe Bermudez, Yuki Kim, Karl Stark

TECHNICAL CREW
Khi Allen, Ali Chaudhri, Zac Coren, Max Lock, Katie Merin
Grease
Cast of Characters

Sandy................................................................. Alison Mosier-Mills
Sofia Demopolos Δ

Rizzo............................................................... Katie Horner
Devon Lee Δ

Frenchy............................................................ Sonia Zohrabian
SaraJane Harrington Δ

Marty............................................................... Aubrey Carey
Catherine Mosier-Mills Δ

Jan................................................................. Aubrey Guerin
Jessica Simpson Δ

Patty ............................................................... Sarah Sobel

Miss Lynch...................................................... Hannah North

Cha-Cha......................................................... Olivia Rooney

Danny........................................................... Alex Kim
Tyler McDowell Δ

Kenickie........................................................... Andrew Major
Tyler McDowell Δ

Doody............................................................. Will Braithwaite

Roger.............................................................. Eric Volpert

Sonny ............................................................. Blake Thomson ΔΔ

Eugene............................................................. Stephen Rhode

Vince ............................................................. Drew Vollmer

Johnny............................................................ Sean Young

Teen Angel...................................................... Nicholas Escobar

Radio Announcer............................................ Jonathan Dietz

Δ  Understudy
ΔΔ  Male Dance Captain and Featured Dancer in “Greased Lightnin’”
Cast of Characters

Featured Singers

Natalie Beers
Emily D’Agostini
Sofia Demopolos
Jonathan Dietz
J.B. Dolan
Jacqueline Fay
Katharine Gilbert
Sara Jane Harrington
Hannah Hoseyni
Devon Lee
Kaleigh Link
Tyler McDowell

Farrell McVay
Philip Morabito
Catherine Mosier-Mills
Kelsey Movsowitz
Maharsi Naidu
Anna Perez
Suhaas Reddy
Jessica Simpson
Christina Superdock
Kevin Treadway
Laura Zamsky

Core Dancers

Devon Brown, Dance Captain

Anna Bupp
Katie Cooper
Jane DerSimonian
Anna Garson

Yunyun Gu
Lindsay Korzekwa
Lauren Patterson
Frances Rosario
Paige Stark
Mikaela Uricheck

Chorus

Leo Bonini
Cassidy Brown
Megan Carey
Jonathan Dietz
Mary Kathryn Donahue
Jeremy Elliot
Ellen Francis
Natcheli Gomes
Taylor Gordon
Wallis Grant
Sarah Harper
Kerra Henkin

Chloe Korzekwa
Zoe Kourtis
Susanna Lowy
Paige Lyons
Sarah Majercak
Grace Mannix
Frankie Mendenhall
Sarah Miccolis
Jimmy Mitchell
Mary Elizabeth
O’Reilly-Gindhart
Michaela Parrish
Carly Pietrobono

Tommy Redmond
Sofia Reh
Wendy Romano
Jordyn Rosenburg
Isabel Schaefer
Claire Solomon
Ingrid Stahl
Morgan Stanley
Emily Steele
Emily Swope
Meredith Thompson
Sarah Trachtenberg
Sarah Wannenburg
Grease
Musical Numbers

Act I

Scene 1: Reunion
Alma Mater.......................... Miss Lynch, Patty, and Eugene
Alma Mater Parody.................. Pink Ladies and Burger Palace Boys

Scene 2: Cafeteria and School Steps
Summer Nights...................... Sandy and Danny, Pink Ladies and Burger Palace Boys
Those Magic Changes.............. Doody, Burger Palace Boys, and Pink Ladies

Scene 3: Pajama Party
Freddy, My Love...................... Marty and Pink Ladies

Scene 4: Street Corner
Greased Lightnin’.................... Kenickie and Burger Palace Boys

Scene 5: Schoolyard

Scene 6: Park
Mooning............................... Roger and Jan
Look at Me, I’m Sandra Dee.............. Rizzo
We Go Together.................... Pink Ladies and Burger Palace Boys

Intermission—20 minutes

EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
1-ON-1 SAT/ACT PREP
FOR 45 YEARS
610-687-0627
WWW.PREPWITHES.COM
Act II

Scene 1: On Stage
Shakin' at the High School Hop .................................. Entire Cast
It’s Raining on Prom Night.............................................. Sandy
(Radio—Voice offstage)

School Gym
Shakin’ at the High School Hop Reprise....................... Entire Cast
Born to Hand-Jive....................................................... Johnny Casino and Entire Cast

Scene 2: Front of Burger Palace
Beauty School Dropout......................... Teen Angel, Frenchy, and Choir

Scene 3: Drive-In Movie
Alone at a Drive-In Movie .............. Danny and Burger Palace Boys

Scene 4: Jan’s Party
Rock ‘N Roll Party Queen................................. Doody and Roger
There Are Worse Things I Could Do ......................... Rizzo
Look at Me, I’m Sandra Dee Reprise .............................. Sandy

Scene 5: Inside Burger Palace
All Choked Up ......................... Sandy and Danny, Pink Ladies and Burger Palace Boys

Finale
We Go Together Reprise.............................................. Entire Cast
Grease
Orchestra

Guitar
Brendon Bernicker
Base Guitar
Greg Momjian

Sax
Emma Nicosia

Drums
Matt Crawford

Piano
Leah Coppage-Gross

Costume Sponsors

Marty........................................................... The Carey Family
Featured Dancer........................................... The Cooper Family
Frenchy...................................................... The Harrington Family
Rizzo...................................................... The Horner Family
Danny..................................................... The Kim Family
Sandy..................................................... The Korman Family
Kenickie................................................... The Major Family
Miss Lynch............................................... The North Family
Eugene.................................................... The Rhode Family
Cha-Cha.................................................. The Rooney Family
Patty Simcox............................................. The Sobel Family
Vince..................................................... The Vollmer Family

Contact us at
www.radnorescholasticfoundation.org
This production is a collaborative effort. Thank you to all the students, parents, grandparents, teachers, and community members who built sets, sewed costumes, solicited ads, procured props, styled hair, applied makeup, sold tickets, hung posters, served refreshments, etc.

Nancy Anderson  Suzanne Gorman  Sara Robinson
Carol Beers    Jan Guerin    Joe & Nancy
Mariann Boston-Reh  Emily Hannum  Romano
Camilla Bowden  Susan Harper  Linda Rooney
Carolyn & Hugh Braithwaite  Carolyn & Steve  Elaine Schaefer
Claudia Bratrude  Horner  Louisa Shepard
Carol Bupp  Kathryn Kim  Lysa Shocket Simpson
Beth Carey  Nini Ingersoll  Allison Sobel
Chris & Kally Carey  Kathy Link  Elizabeth Stahl
Michelle Cooper  Elizabeth Lowy  Karen Stark
Carla Crosby  Helen Major  Dennis Steele
Marlene Crosby  Nancy McDowell  Leslie Swope
Connie D’Agostini  Haley Mankin  Hunter Thomson
Jen Deslaurier  Jim & Margy Miccolis  John Talucci
Nancy DerSimonian  Chris Mills  Matt Torrey
Janis Dietz  Mel Momjian  Russell Torrey
Amy Dolan  Elizabeth Mosier  Jo Ann Uricheck
Karen Fay  Linda Movsowitz  Beth Vollmer
Marjorie Feinstein  Missy North  Karen Volpert
Barb & Nick Filippo  Leonor Perez  Leslie Young
Ann Francis  Lois & Mark  Sharon Zamsky
Monica Gilbert  Redmond  Mariam Zohrabian
Nancy Gorelik  Susan Rhode  Vahik Zohrabian

Every effort has been made to include everyone. A special thank you to any volunteers who have been omitted inadvertently from this list.
CONGRATS TO GREASE

From SUSAN THAYER of Lauren Hair Style offering a 20% reduction for your first service of haircoloring and haircutting!
348 W Lancaster Ave, Wayne Pa
Call 610-971-2104 for the opportunity
Thank You

Congratulations to
Stephen Rhode
and the cast, crew and orchestra of Grease!

To our graduating senior:
The world is your stage!

We Love You –
Mom, Dad and Jacob
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Special Thanks

Dan Drew, RHS Director of Bands and Webmaster
Marlena Gal, RHS Orchestra Director
Maria Drew, RHS Assistant to the Director of Bands
Russel Dilkes, RHS Food Service Coordinator
RHS Maintenance Staff
Brian Dietzler, RHS Theater Department
Katharine Link, Grease Musical Program
Eva Kay Noone, William Penn Charter School
Trina Tjersland and Darla Max, The Tower Hill School
Valerie Joyce
Kardon Photography
RHS Performing Arts Parents’ Association (PAPA)

Many thanks for publishing our program!

New sound and lighting equipment planned for the RHS Auditorium and Black Box Theatre is made possible with a grant from the Radnor Educational Foundation with funding through the PA Tax Credit (EITC) Program.
“Break a leg”
Cast and Crew of **GREASE**

**Nancy C. DerSimonian**
Certified Public Accountant

Tax Preparation and Payroll Services

16 Farm Road
Wayne, PA 19087

Phone: 610-688-3656

ndersimonian@yahoo.com

Receive 10% off your invoice with the mention of this ad.*

*Valid for new clients only.
To Wendy Romano-
You Were Born to Hand Jive! Have Fun at Rydell and We Love You in Radnor!

Love,
Mom, Dad,
Family & Friends

Congrats to Cast, Crew, Musicians, Directors & Faculty!

BYWOOD SEAFOOD MARKET
827 Conestoga Road
Rosemont, PA 19010
(610) 527-4465

806 Garrett Road
Upper Darby, PA 19082
(610) 352-0520

Ballroom * Ballet * Tap * Jazz * Pointe * Lyrical * Theater

Experience our friendly knowledgeable staff.

DanceLine provides a skillful fit and impressive style from our exceptional selection of dance wear and dance shoe suppliers.

To The Pointe Program personal warehouse for busy dancers

30 West Lancaster Avenue * Paoli, PA 19301 * 610-251-2344 * www.danceline.com * Info@danceline.com

Monday to Friday 10-7 * Sat 10-5 * Sun 12-3 Appointments

A big WOOF!
To Anna Garson
and the cast and crew of Grease!
And a BIG treat to Dr. Bruce Glenny.

Good Luck Anna!
Love your Moms and all the staff at What a Good Dog!

Boarding, Daycare, Training,
Grooming, Swimming
and more.

Two locations:
Villanova and Frazer

phone: 610.296.9243
www.whatagooddoginc.com
Congratulations Lindsay on your final high school play & Chloe on your first!
Each Radnor play is better than the last one...
Great job to the entire cast.
Love - Mom, Dad, Milena, & the ZOO
Lilly & Zuzu stars of the hit musical ‘BUFF’ congratulate Alison, Catherine and the cast & crew. “Break a paw!”

Dear Stephen
Every year and every day you get better in every way.

We Love You
Nana and Poppop

Teresa’s Café
124-126 N. Wayne Avenue, Wayne PA
610-293-9909

Café newly reopened!
Come visit us!

Secret-Ingredient
Your Personal Chef
CHRIS WELSH
- Customized menus
- Freshest ingredients
- Prepared in your home

Call (610) 688-2842
Or email me at: chris@secret-ingredient.com

Alex –
You are Supreme (ba...ba)....
Fulfill Your Dreams (ba...ba)...
Grease Lightning !!!

Congrats on this big day–
Love Your Aunts -Sue, Anne and Leslie

NWJ Group, LLC
Biotechnology and Pharmaceutical Consulting

Joseph Romano, Ph.D.
President, NWJ Group, LLC
101 Oakford Circle
Wayne, PA 19087
(Office) 610-225-0478
(Mobile) 610-710-1458
jRomano.NWJGroup@gmail.com

SAT PREP

CRIMSON REVIEW
ESTABLISHED 1986
Website: www.CrimsonReview.com
Phone: 610-688-6441
24 Louella Court . Suite 10 . Wayne . PA . 19087
Grease
Shout Outs

Congratulations Philip! We love seeing you in Grease!

Zoe... Keep on Dancing! Love, Mom, Dad, & Sash

Break a leg Emily D'Agostini and the cast and crew of Grease!

Aubrey, you are our star forever! With love from your D.C. family

Sarah, we are so proud of you! All our love, Mickey & Minnie Mouse

Claire S., wonderful to see you up on stage having fun.

Love, Mom, Delia, Natalie, & Eric

Aubrey C., we are thrilled to watch you shine on stage!

xo your fan club!

Jane, have a blast! We love you!

Love, Mom, Dad, Dean, Ana, & Ray Ray

"One Movement" closer to the dream! Congrats, Lauren Cunkelman!

Love, M&D

Jeremy, you were "Born to Hand Jive, Baby!" Love, Mom & Dad

Way to go Anna! Love, Mom, Dad, Tasha, Peaches, & your Charlie

Paige, you are our shining star! Grandpa Stark & Kathy

We love our Teen Angel Nicholas!

Mom, Dad, Alec, Gabriel, & Delphia

Farrell, your voice gives us "chills!" Your fans, Adam & Mom

Alex, we are so proud of you! You are our star!

Love, Mama, Papa, Michael, & Jeremy

Sarah Sobel acts in Grease! Loads of love from Grandma Fife!

Alex, you are constantly amazing us! Love, Gramma & Grandad

Lovely Paige - Rock it Out! Love Aunt Lynn & Uncle Dave

You're a star! Good luck Sonia!

Love, Grandma, Aunt Armina, & Aunt Esh

Break a leg Sonia! We love you! From all your cousins

The Frenchy is ours! Good luck sis! Love, Sylvia

You are our shining star Kaleigh! Love, Mom, Dad, Kelsey, & Kristina